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Assrnecr
Livingstonite from Guerrero, Mexico is triclinic, with probable space group pT. The

unit cell with a:7.65, b:I0.82, c:3.99 kX, a:99o12\,, F:102"01,, 7:73o4g,, con-
tains HgSbaST. Specific gravity 4.88 calculated, 5 00 measured. Cleavage (010), (100) per-
fect, (001) poor. The monoclinic cell of Richmond (1936) has four times the voiume, with
A ' : 2A ,  b ' :C ,  C ' : 2b ,  A :104 " .

A modern presentation of the crystallography of livingstonite-
HgSbaSz-was published in the American Mineralogist (Richmond,
1936). Data from this paper were used in the description of livingstonite
in Dana's System of Mineralogy, Volume | (1944), where it is described
as monoclinic 2/m, with unit cell dimensions a 15.14 A, b 3.98 A,
c 2I.60 A, 0 104' and a Z Iactor of 4.

Some time ago Professor Peacock of the University of Toronto dis-
covered from a study of r-ray Weissenberg photographs that livingston-
ite possesses triclinic symmetry. Later, S. Kaiman, one of Professor Pea-
cock's graduate students, proved conclusively, in an unpublished work,

Frc. 1. X-ray powder photograph; nickel filtered copper radiation (I:1 5374 kX)
Camera radius 57.3 mm: actual size print.

that the mineral is triclinic. In the fall of 1949 the professor suggested
that I make a formal c-ray study of this mineral, which would serve as a
research problem, and fulfil partially the requirements of his r-ray crys-
tallography course.

A few grams of livingstonite from Guerrero, Mexico, were obtained
from Mr. Frank Ebbutt, Geologist, of Toronto. No individual crystals of
the material were observed, but several fine cleavage fragments were
isolated. A few of these were powdered, and an r-ray powder photograph
made. Figure 1 is a contact print of this photograph, taken with a philips
type camera of 57.3 mm radius, using nickel filtered copper radiation.

The spacings represented by the three most intense lines were meas-
ured, and when compared with llarcourt's values (1942), as shown in
Table 1, served to identify my material with Harcourt's. The remaining
spacings were measured and are recorded in Table 2.

E Holding a National Research Council of Canada studentship.
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Intensity d. Harcourt (1942) d Gorman

n

3
1

3.75 kX*
3 .45
2 .99

3 .73  kX

2 . 9 9

* Called Angstrom units in Harcourt (1942), probably kX.

Tesre 2- Lrvrrcstottrrp X-Rev Powonn Derl rn kX Usrrs; Cu/Ni radiation

Triclinic; PI; a 7.65, b 10.82, c 3.99 a 99"72'; B 102'01'; ̂ v 73"48'

r d (hht)
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r d (hkt) d
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A cleavage fragment I mm in length was isolated, and mounted on an

r-ray goniometer so that the cleavage edge between two good cleavage

faces was parallel to the axis of rotation of the goniometer head. Rota-

tion, zero layer and first layer Weissenberg photographs were then taken'

The cleavage edge was arbitrarily chosen as the direction of the c axis,

hence the rotation photograph gave c. The zero layer Weissenberg gave

d(100) and d(010), and "y*. The first layer Weissenberg gave the horizon-

tal ofiset of the reciprocal lattice, measured by the rectangular co-ordi-

nates r and y, which are functions of a* and 9*. The lengths # and y were

measured. in millimeters. From these six measurements the reciprocal

lattice elements were calculated. Standard formulae were then used to

convert these reciprocal lattice values to those of the direct lattice.

Thus from one setting of the cleavage fragment, the direct lattice ele-

ments were obtained. The elements a, b, a and p are dependent on the

measurement of * and y and are less accurate than c and 7 which are

independent of graphical measurement. In Table 3 the lattice constants
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used in the calculations are given. Table 2 shows the lattice constants
modified to conform with the accuracy of measurements.

T.lsr,n 3. LrvrncsroNr L,lrrrcn ConsrlNrs Usnn rx C.trcur,.q.rrox

Measured Reciprocal Lattice Direct Lattice

c  3 .990kX
d(100) 7.236kX
d(010) 10.326kX
7* 704"M+',
r  8 .2  mm.
y  4 3 m m .

a*  0 .13819
b* 0.09685
c* 0 25776
d8 83"46'
p* 80"04'
7* 104"441'

a  7 .650kX
b  1 0 . 8 1 7 k X
c 3 .990kX
a 99"72i'
p 102"01',
t 73"48'

The unit cell was chosen with @ less than b anda andB both obtuse.
This is the modern setting for triclinic crystals, which restricts the slope
of the base (001) to the front and the right of the front pinacoid. Fortui-
tously c is less than a or b.

The cell constants having been found, the next task included calculat-
ing the spacings of the planes whose spacings had been obtained. from the
powder photograph. This involved the use oI the ',Bravais Sphere,,' and
a graphical method of determining the spacings of lattice planes as pro-
posed by Peacock (1938). The measured spacings were used to find, on a
gnomonic projection, planes with indices that might possibly be re-
sponsible for such spacings. Then these indices were used in a formula
involving the lattice constants to calculate spacings. when the calculated.
spacings agreed with the observed spacings within 2/10 of g angle, then
the plane used in the calculation was recorded as a plane responsible for
a diffraction line on the powder photograph. Table 2 gives the complete
*-ray data for livingstonite, with observed intensities for copper radiation
based on a 10-1 scale, and measured and calculated planar spacings with
their corresponding indices.

A comparison of Richmond's cell to the present author's is given in
Table 4.

t^"- -. C"-"^"t."*

Richmond Gorman

o 15 .14  kX*
,  3 . 9 8
c 27.60
B 104"

a

D

L

7.65 kX
10.82
3 .99

q

'v

99"72',
102"01'
73"48',

* Given by Richmond as A; probably kX.
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From Table 4 it may be seen that two of the linear elements of Rich-

mond are halved by the present author, and that 6 and c are inter-

changed. Otherwise, the similarity of the cells is apparent. From his unit

cell dimensions, Richmond has calculated that th.e Z lactor must be 4,

which means that the cell contents are 4 [HgSbaSz]. Since the new cell

volume is approximately I that of Richmond's, one would expect the

structural formula to be 1 [HgSbaSz].
The new elements give a cell volume of 308.27kX3. The calculated

density using this value and the structural formula 1 [HgSbaSz] is 4.88

grams per cubic centimeter, which is in fair agreement with 5.00 as meas-

ured on the Berman balance. Richmond's calculated value was 4.79 as

against 5.00 measured by Frondel (Dana, 1944). The agreement is suffi-

ciently close to warrant the acceptance of the structural formula

1 [HgSb+Sd.
The change in the orientation of the cell, apart from the modification

of monoclinic to triclinic, necessitates a renaming of the cleavage direc-

tions. Nevertheless, there is Iittle change in the calculated angle between

the two best cleavages, recorded by Richmond as 1040 and here as

104"2I'. Table 5 shows the comparison between cleavages in the old and

new setting.

Tasln 5. Cr-n.cv.{crs ol LrvrNcsroNrtn

Richmond Gorman

(001) perfect
(100) perfect
(010) poor

(010) perfect
(100) perfect
(001) poor

The space group Pf was chosen in preference to PI, merely because

the former is common, the latter rare.
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